In vivo stationary flux analysis by 13C labeling experiments.
Stationary flux analysis is an invaluable tool for metabolic engineering. In the last years the metabolite balancing technique has become well established in the bioengineering community. On the other hand metabolic tracer experiments using 13C isotopes have long been used for intracellular flux determination. Only recently have both techniques been fully combined to form a considerably more powerful flux analysis method. This paper concentrates on modeling and data analysis for the evaluation of such stationary 13C labeling experiments. After reviewing recent experimental developments, the basic equations for modeling carbon labeling in metabolic systems, i.e. metabolite, carbon label and isotopomer balances, are introduced and discussed in some detail. Then the basics of flux estimation from measured extracellular fluxes combined with carbon labeling data are presented and, finally, this method is illustrated by using an example from C. glutamicum. The main emphasis is on the investigation of the extra information that can be obtained with tracer experiments compared with the metabolite balancing technique alone. As a principal result it is shown that the combined flux analysis method can dispense with some rather doubtful assumptions on energy balancing and that the forward and backward flux rates of bidirectional reaction steps can be simultaneously determined in certain situations. Finally, it is demonstrated that the variant of fractional isotopomer measurement is even more powerful than fractional labeling measurement but requires much higher numerical effort to solve the balance equations.